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The Polish Club 10th 

Anniversary and Polish 

Easter Celebration 
By: Irena Głowacka-Lawyer 

 L. - President Irena Głowacka-Lawyer, 

Bob Ring, Consul Małgorzata Cup,  

John Dudley 
 

   The Polish Club of Laguna Woods 

celebrated its 10th Anniversary of the 

Club and a Traditional Polish Easter 

Celebration on March 27, 2010. After 

Pledge to the flags by Anthony Sorich, 

President Irena Glowacka-Lawyer  

welcomed members and guests. President, 

introduced and welcomed Honored 

Guests, Consulate General of the Republic 

of Poland in Los Angeles, Małgorzata 

Cup, The City of Laguna Woods, 

councilmember Bob Ring, Next was the 

Polish custom of sharing eggs and wishes. 

Colorful Polish traditional Easter buffet 

with deviled eggs, salmon, herring, polish 

meat cut, salads and other delicacies 

decorated by Eliza Ozog, was followed by 

gourmet lunch of salmon or lamb with 

wine. The meal concluded with an 

anniversary cake and champagne, donated 

by Club member, Barbara Kubichek. 

During the lunch guests observed display 

of slides commemorating the Club 

activities and personalities during the last 

10 years. 

   Consulate General of the Republic of 

Poland in Los Angeles Consul Malgorzata 

Cup, presented to Irena Glowacka-Lawyer 

a Certificate of Recognition for her 

outstanding advocacy of Polish heritage, 

culture and arts as well as ten-years of 

leadership as the Founder and President of 

the Polish Club of Laguna Woods, 

California. Consul Małgorzata Cup also 

gave 21 members a certificate of 

Appreciation for their Outstanding 

Service, Dedication and Friendship. 

   Entertainment was provided by young 

talented pianist Maria Wietrzyńska and 

charming soprano Kasia Bitner. Both 

performers enchanted the audience with 

their performances full of youthful energy 

professionalism and maturity. 
 

Highlights of Club Activities  

Were told by the Club’s President 

   Irena Głowacka-Lawyer, Founder and 

President established the Polish Club of 

Leisure World in 2000. “The Polish Club 

is a social group that promotes friendship 

and fellowship among its members 

interested in Polish culture and traditions. 

When Leisure World changed its name to 

Laguna Woods in 2005, the Club also 

changed its name to the Polish Club of 

Laguna Woods. The Club organizes 

luncheon meetings with programs 

designed to educate and inform members 

and friends of the Club about Polish 

history, culture, and traditions through 

lectures, films and other activities. For 

example, the Club organizes trips to 

interesting places of Polish heritage, and 

celebrates holidays with Polish traditions 

and gourmet cuisine. The Polish club is 

one the most respected Clubs in Laguna 

Woods and is known as the Ambassador 

of Polish culture and traditions. 

   The members of the Polish Club of 

Laguna Woods are a cosmopolitan group 

from many varied heritages but mostly 

with Polish roots. The Club members and 

guests enjoy social events and programs 

that support art and culture of Polish and 

Polish American roots. Since its inception 

the Club has experienced a modest but 

steady growth  reaching a  participation of  
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Finding Peace  

Amidst Tragedy 
By: Eliza Skwarużyńska 

A WWII Polish Army veteran (Armia 

Krajowa) salutes President Kaczyński 
 

R.I.P.  Ryszard Kaczorowski 

Scoutmaster and Last President of  

The Government of the Republic of Poland 

in Exile 
 

   “He was a husband, a father, a brother, a 

son... she was a wife, a mother, a sister... 

no matter their political offices, they were, 

first and foremost, human beings...” These 

words, by Joanna Kozinska-Frybes, 

Consulate General of the Republic of 

Poland, filled the ears of Poles during a 6 

o’clock mass at Our Lady of the Bright 

Mount Church on Adams Blvd. in Los 

Angeles. My Church. As Poles mourned 

on Saturday, April 10, 2010 for the 70th 

anniversary of the horrors of Katyń, 

another ironic twist added absolute 

depression among them. Lech Kaczyński, 

President of Poland, among ninety-five 

other Polish dignitaries, was killed by a 

devastating plane wreck on his way to a 

ceremony in Katyń. Blanketed in fog, the 

Russian plane flew over a forest and hit 

against a tree, knocking off one of the 

wings of the plane. Not even having time 

to fear and pray, these respected 

individuals hit the ground, dying on 

impact. 

   In April of 1940, the Soviet Union 

killed over twenty-one thousand Polish 

officers, priests, officials, police officers, 

and border and prison guards without a 

reason, except for being Polish, in Katyń, 

Russia. Pits were dug up in order to hide 

the bodies of the murdered and the truth 

about this crime forever. However, the 

relatives of the murdered kept the 

memory, defended it and passed it on to 

the next generation of Poles. And yet, the 

Russians continued to deny this act year 

after year. This caused a rift in relations 

between Poland and Russia for 

generations since World War II. 

   Now, on the 70th anniversary of this 

massacre, Polish blood has again been 

spilled in the same place. This time, 

however, the Russians, and the World, 

mourn with us. Did it have to take such 

sadness to bring truth and peace? Father 

Marek Ciesielski, searching for some 

meaning in this tragedy, hopes this will be 

the case.  

   In the speech that he never had the 

opportunity to present, President 

Kaczyński wrote, “Let’s make the Katyń 

wound finally heal and cicatrize... We 

should follow the path which brings our 

nations closer, we should not stop or go  
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Rulka Langer  
 

   Terry Tegnazian and Stefan Mucha 

were sure that “The Mermaid and the 

Messerschmitt” was the perfect book to 

launch their new company, Aquila 

Polonica Publishing.  

   Rulka Langer’s eyewitness account of 

the opening days of World War II – the 

Nazi German invasion of Poland, siege of 

Warsaw and occupation – told by a career 

woman and mother of two small children 

was both powerful and accessible to 

today’s readers. 

   “It’s rare to read an eyewitness book 

about war from the point of view of an 

ordinary person,” said Tegnazian. “Most 

war books are written by statesmen, 

journalists or soldiers.” 

   “Mermaid” was also in keeping with 

Aquila Polonica’s mission to bring stories 

of Poland in World War II to English-

speaking audiences.  The L.A.-based 

Tegnazian believes this part of history is 

not nearly as well known as it deserves to 

be.  

   But how could Aquila Polonica 

communicate this powerful story to 

potential readers without the usual author 

readings? Rulka Langer was long dead. 

   So Tegnazian and Mucha used what 

they did have – a deep trove of archival 

photographs from libraries and Mucha’s 

own personal collection; the recently 

restored historic newsreel “Siege,” which 

was filmed during the 1939 Nazi German 

attack on Warsaw; and the author’s own 

powerful words, read by an actress. 

   The result is “War Through a Woman’s 

Eyes,” a stunning multimedia production 

that vividly brings history to life. We were 

so impressed by its premiere performance 

on stage at Loyola Marymount University 

last month, which was sponsored by the 

Polish American Historical Association 

and Polish American Congress that we 

wanted to know more about this exciting 

new company. 

   “Aquila Polonica Publishing is doing a 

terrific job of bringing really important 

stories of Polish history to the public,” 

said Rich Wideryński, Vice President, 

American Agenda, Polish American 

Congress, Southern California. “I was 

amazed at the presentation Terry 

Tegnazian and her team created for the 

event last month and urge the Polish 

community to support their efforts by 

purchasing their books for themselves, 

their families and for any book groups 

they might belong to.” 

   Because she is not Polish (and neither 

speaks nor reads the language), Terry 

Tegnazian might seem an unlikely 

champion of Polish WWII literature. But 

the former entertainment attorney 

stumbled upon the stories of Poland in 

World War II almost by accident. 

   A graduate of Brown University and 

Yale Law School, Tegnazian practiced 

law in Los Angeles for twelve years, 

specializing in complex transactions of 

motion picture financing, both U.S. and 

international, before leaving to pursue 

other business and creative endeavors. 

   “I began doing research for a novel that 

featured  a  Polish  fighter  pilot  in  World  
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Aquila Polonica 
By: Betsy Cepielik 

Chodakiewicz comments on  

Poland’s recent tragedy 

 

   Academic Dean and current holder of 

The Kościuszko Chair in Polish Studies 

Marek Chodakiewicz comments on the 

recent Polish plane tragedy in his paper, 

“Whose Fault?” Chodakiewicz gives 

historical background to put the tragedy 

in context. 
 

Chodakiewicz… 

Whose Fault? 
 

   On April 10, 2010, a Tupolev Tu-154 

crashed outside of Smolensk, Russia. The 

chief responsibility for the tragedy rests 

squarely on the shoulders of the local air 

traffic control. The fault is inconvertible: 

in inclement weather, the standard 

procedure is to close the airport. In fact, it 

is solely up to air traffic controllers to do 

so. The crew on the ground in Smolensk 

failed to do so despite incapacitating fog 

which had rendered visibility of the 

landing strip nearly zero. Because the 

airport remained open, the pilots of the 

Polish Tu-154 attempted vainly to land 

four times. Surely, after three failed 

attempts ground control could have called 

it quits. Alas, the air traffic controllers 

were quite cavalier about the weather 

conditions. They kept the runways open. 

The pilots attempted once more. They 

clipped their wings on an airport antenna 

and trees and pounded into the ground, 

disintegrating on impact into a fiery 

inferno. None of the 97 people on board 

survived. The stubbornness of the pilots 

did contribute to the tragedy; however, 

had the airport been closed, they would 

have been no attempts at landing 

whatsoever. The Tu-154 would have been 

forced to re-route to elsewhere. 

   This is all so painfully obvious, so 

logically clear; it should not be 

controversial at all. Yet, it is. This 

particular air disaster has already been 

covered by the fog of spin, propaganda, 

counter-propaganda, and deception. Why? 

The problem is that this is not an aviation 

problem; it is a political one. The Tu-154 

happened to have been ferrying Poland's 

President, the populist conservative Lech 

Kaczyński, and his entourage, some of the 

leading lights of the nation, to a ceremony 

commemorating the 70th anniversary of 

the Katyn forest massacre. The name 

Katyn represents a series of murders of 

some 22,000 Allied POWs and political 

prisoners, who happened to be Polish 

(Christians, Jews, and Muslims), by 

Joseph Stalin's dreaded secret police, the 

NKVD. 

   Kaczyński and Katyn constituted a 

combustible mixture symbolizing the past 

of unpunished crimes and the present as a 

quest for justice which both revealed 

themselves garishly to an astounded world 

because of this fiery crash. First, let us 

contextualize both tragedies. Next, we 

shall look at the disaster. 

   Hitler and Stalin jointly attacked Poland 

in September 1939, thus launching the 

Second World War. Having divided the 

country between themselves, both 

commenced repressions. One facet of 

Nazi and Soviet terror campaigns was to 

exterminate Poland's elite. Katyn was one 

of the killing fields, where the Communist 

secret police shot and buried about 4,000 

men. It became a symbol after the 

Germans discovered their mass graves in 

1943. Hitler immediately accused his 

erstwhile ally; Stalin brazenly denied the 

truth and blamed the Third Reich. 

Because the free Polish Government-in-

Exile demanded an independent 

investigation, Moscow self-righteously 

broke off diplomatic relations with the 

Poles. The UK and the US covered up the 

truth for the sake of Allied unity. After the 

defeat of Germany, however, the Katyn 

case re-surfaced and, following an inquiry 

by the US Congress in the late 1940s and 

early 1950s, it was established beyond 

any      reasonable     doubt     the     Soviet  
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